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ORACLE
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Faculty grievances
possibly restricted
* *to* Senate
Bill goes

BY TOM PALMER
Oracle Staff Writer

"A Night at the Opera"
will happen again with the immortal Marx Brothers in
enough comical antics to last for a lifetime. The film
will be among 16 MGM classiCS ·Of the '30s, presented
this wee~end in ENA by the Film Art Series. For a
story and more pictures see page 6.

Some faculty grievances may
be
non-negotiable
under
collective bargal!lning legislation
sent to the Senate floor yesterday.
. . While covering salaries, sick
leave, pensions and other
"monetary" issues, the .till will
not apply to · complaints about
such things as .textbooks or
classroom size.
"AS FAR AS I'm concerned,
the bill ought to be defeated if it
remains in this form and then the
courts can set the guidelines,"
Dr. Sheldon Krimsky, member of
thelocal American Federation of
Teachers <AFT> chapter, said.
"You can't have quality
education when you have big
classes, increased productivity
demands and a general atmosphere of mass producing the
education of the students," he
said.
. Krimsky ad_ded that people who
view collective bargaining for
professors as a purely "bread
and butter" issue don't really
understand the issues involved.

TALLAHASSEE, FLA; <UPU--A collective bargaining bill for
public employes, with a strong
no-strike provision, went to the
Senate floor Wednesday where a:n
effort will be made to tack on an
amendment guaranteeing that no
one shall be forced to join or not
join a labor union.
The bill 'was passed out of
Senate Judiciary Committee with
a
surprising
last-minute
amendment which restricts
"professionalemployes," such as
school teachers and professors,
to negotiating only for money and
monetary things such as sick and
holiday till1e, vacations and
pensions.
".It's a pro-management
amendffient and I like it/' said
Sen. Dan . Scarborough, D-

Jacksonville, as .he shepherded.
through the change at therequest
of Senate Pres. Mallory Horne,
D-Tallahassee.
The committee approved; then ·
reconsidered and defeated, an
amendment that · would . have
gutted the whole biH 0 by
eliminating a section allowing
union dues to be taken • out of.
paychecks, the so-called dues
· checkoff provision.
Also rejected was a proposal by
Sen. Lori Wilson, I-Merritt
Island, .that would have required
all negotiationstp be in the ()pen.
The law requires open meetirigs
for terms at the time they are
adopted, but the negotiations
would never be successful if done
in the sunshine, Scarborough
said>

"WE HOPE IT Will also create
better academic atmosphere
and not exist just to fatten the
paychecks of faculty," Krimsky
concluded.
Dr. Jack Moore, president of
the local American Association of

University Professors CAAUP)
chapter, claims the· altered bill
will not hold up in court. ·
·
"It's not a real collective
bargaining bill like those in other
states and it just won't be acceptable at a federal court," he
concluded.

a

Nixon .did order inquiry
-

. .

'

White House refutes Dean
WASHINGTON <UPI\ -- The
White House said Wednesday
President Nixon had not talked
with John W. Dean III before
issuing a statement last August
saying Dean's investigation had
exonerated members of his staff
from complicity in the Watergate
affair.
But Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler disputed claims by the
ousted White House Counsel
no investigation had been conducted when Nixon made his
statement to reporters last Aug.
29.

"THE PRESIDENT did direct
that a thorough investigation be
undertaken in the White Housl'

,.

Computer "
system
explained
A. presentation explaining
th~ use of the new computer

registration
system
is
scheduled Monday at 2 p.m. in
LAN 103.
Catherine Sanders,
language-literature
coordinator of advising, said the
presentation will be open to all
students and staff.
Sanders said she and Doug
MacCullough, acting registrar, will explain the system,
including use of unavailable
class tirhe options and
priorities. The presentation
w111 l:Je followed by a question
and answer session.
Sanders said fall class
schedules will be distributed if
they are available by then, in
addition to sample class
request forms.
\.

and that process was undertaken
by the counsel's office," Ziegler
said.
On the eve of the Senate's long;.;waited Watergate hearings,
Sen. Barry M. Goldwater. RJ\riz., urged Nixon to "start
making moves in the direction of
leadership" to counter a public
loss of confidence in his ability to
govern.
Goldwater. the Hepublicans'
l!Hi4 presidential candidate
whose pleas was endorsed by
Senate GOP Leader Hugh Scott.
said he and all Americans "want
this cleared up until no doubt
remains as lo what happened.
why it happl'ned and who caused
it to happen ...
TllE SELECT Senate committee hoping to provide those
answers will begin its hearings at
IO a.m. EDT Thursday before
about :mo reporters and spectator
lucky enough to grab seats or
standing room in a heavily
guarded Senate caucus room.
A coast-to-coast audience of
millions will watch the dramatic
proceedings on live television.
broadcast from the same hearing
room where the notorious Teapot
Dome scandal of the Harding
administration was aired 50
years ago.
The first witnesses before the
committee headed bv Sen. SamJ.
Ervin, D-N.C .. will b.e two former
functionaries on the White
House and Nixon re-election
campaign committee staffs.
Bruce Kehrli and Hobert C. Odle.
and Sgt. Paul Leper. head of the
police squad that arrested five of
the Watergate conspirators in·
side Democratic headquarters
last June 17.
THE COMMITTEE then plans
to question its first big witness,
conspirator James W. McCord

Jr., whose revelations after his
conviction in March led to mass
resignations within the administration .
The latest to resign was G.
Bradford Cook, chairman of the
Securities and Exchange Comm1ss10n. His name was mentioned in an indictment last week
charging former
Attorney
General John N. Mitchell and
former Commerce Secretary
Maurice H. Stans with obstructing justice in connection
with an SEC fraud investigation
of financier Robert L. Vesco, who
gave $250.000 to the Nixon
campaign.
Cook. denying any
improprieties at the time he was the
SEC's general counsel. said last
weekend he would "gut it out"
and stay on the job unless he
decided it was in the "public
In his
interest"" to quit.
resignation letter to Nixon
Wt>dnesday. Cook cited "the
unfortunate circumstances now
prevailing.··

THE COMMITTEE is authorized by the Senate to investigate all "illegal, improper
or unethical activities" during
the 1972 presidential campaign.
The Ervin committee plans
· initial questioning of ·witnesses
Thursday and Friday, and for
three days next week in hearings
that could last throughout the
summer.

,.

IN THE SENATE. version of
the bill, there are already strong
anti-strike provisions and it is
predicted that insertion of .. a
"rightto work" provision Will be
attempted on the floor.
"People who amend it are
mostly trying to make. it impotent," Krimsky said.
In other action on the bill, the
Senate Judiciary - Committee
rejected an attempt to delete the
dues chec~-off provision, which
allows union dues to be deducted
from paychecks.
Also, the committee turm:d
down a proposal for open
negotiations, which the committee felt would be unworkaL~.

Protest over drainage
slated for tomorrow

\..

Protesters Friday will ask Hillsborough County Commissioners to rescind a decision which would let private
developers run a drainage pipe into a state-owned lake on the
USF Golf Course.
·
"We want them to stop ripping off taxpayers and the state
of Florida. We're going to call on the public servants to serve
the public," SG Pres. Bill Davis said last night.
Davis said interested persons will meet on the downtown
Tampa County Courthouse steps at 8:45 Friday to call for '_'a
fair hearing for both sides of the question."
More details will be announced at a press conference today
at 1 p.m. in UC 156.

Watergate hearings slated
on WUSF-FM broadcast
WllSF-Fl\I
begins
Ii Ye
broadcasts of National Public
Hadio C'O\'erage of the Senate
Watergate hearings today. Norm
Hale. WUSF news director, said.
llParings will be broadcast
from 10 a.111. to I p.111. l\lay 17. Ill,
22 and 2.J.
SCHEDl 1LF.n lo appear before
the Senate Committee 1n\'estigating Watergate are:
Hobert Cole, former office
manager for the Committee to
He-elect the President: .James

l\IcCord Jr.. former security
director for the Committee and
conYicted Watergate conspirator:
E. Howard Hunt Jr. and· G.
Gordon Liddy. both conYieted
Watergate conspirators; Hugh W.
Sloan ,Jr. former re-election
committee treasurer:
Jeb
l\lagruder.
former
deputy
campaign director: Charles
Colson. fornwr special couns1·t to
the Presid{'nt: John Dean,
r
mer White House coun.
Frederick La Rue. fornier ai · ·l
the
re-election .. "··n111· · '2t

director: Maurice Stans, form~r
director of campaign fund raising
for the committee: John Mitchell. forme~· Attorney General
and former director of the reelection campaign committee: L.
Patrick Gray. former acting
director of the FBI: H.R.
Haldeman , former White Hoµse
chief of staff.
The Senate committee will
choose the order in which the
witnesses will appear and can
1dd or delete witnesses.
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Hen ry retu rns to Pari s--ag ain
<UPil
WASHINGTON
Presidential Adviser Henry A.
Kissinger left for Paris yesterday
with the hope he could persuade
Hanoi 's Le Due Tho that it would
be best for North Vietnam's
military and political interests
for it to stop violating the Indochina cease-fire.
President Nixon's adviser of
national security affairs , who
negotiated the Jan . 27 cease-fire
during earlier Paris talks with
Tho, left Washington accompanied by Graham Martin,
U.S . Ambassador-designat e to
Saigon; William H. Sullivan ,
.deputy assistant Secretary of
State, and other close aides.

Final vote delayed
WASHINGTON <UPI) - A
congressional confrontation with
President Nixon over the Indochina war was postponed
Wednesday until early June,
while the White House warned
that legislation to cut off funds for
bombing of Cambodia could
severely undermine peace
negotiations .
Senate Republican leaders
forced delay of an end-the-war
vote until White House envoy
Henry A. Kissinger has had a
chance to meet with North
Vietnamese leader Le Due Tho in
Paris.

New government
PHNOM PENH (UPI l - A new
Cambodian government under
Premier In Tam took office
Wednesday and pledged itself to
"independence, neutrality and
peace." It also promised a
reorganization of Cambodia's
armed forces to strengthen
"<liscipl_ine, patriotism and
combat value ."

(

In military adion, U.S . warplanes destroyed a large communist motor vessel and a big
sampan in Mekong River air
strikes. Other American planes
units
ground
bombarded
threatening the town of Kamport,
93 miles southwest of Phnom
Penh , military sources said
Wednesday.

Skylab problems
HOUSTON (UPI) - Fighting
to save America's crippled
Skylab , engineers Wednesday
its
up a sunshade
rigged
astronauts might take into orbit
and erect over the overheated
space station 270 miles from
earth.
If the plan works out, it would
be the first repairs ever made
outside a manned spaceship.
The Skylab lost its main
thermal shield during launch
from Cape Kennedy Monday, and
mission controllers reported the
house-size space station was so
hot it was uninhabitable.
The temperature at some
points inside the Orbiting
Workshop <OWSl had reached
170 to 190 degrees- Fahrenheit,
controllers said . The temperature of the oxygen in the
station was more than 110
degrees .

Death toll rises
SAIGON CUPll - The death
toll from a terrorist bomb attack
on an outdoor movie rose to 20
Wednesday, making it the worst
incident since the cease-fire
began Jan. 28. The attack was
blamed by the South Vietnamese
command on communists .
The Saigon Command said 18
civilians and two militiamen
were killed and 25 persons injured in the explosion.

Blast set

Tourists shot
A
SALISBURY CUPil
Rhod e sian government
Wednesday
spokesman said
Zambian troops fired across
Victoria Falls gorge at tourists in
Rhodesia, killing two Canadian
girls and seriously wounding an
American man. One of the girls
tumbled into the river after being
hit and her body was swept away .
The spokesman said the troops
fired for more than two hours
Tuesday afternoon at the tourists
visiting the falls , one of the
world's greatest natural wonders.

WASHINGTON <UPll--U .S.
Rep. L. A. "Skip" Bafalis, RFla., announced Wednesday the
Federal Highway Administration
has given final approval to the
impact
environmental
statements of the Tampa to
Venice segments of Interstate
highway 75 .
This approval means that the
Tampa-Venice segment now
meets all federal guidelines for
protection of the environment,
Fafalis said.
The approval means that state
transportation officials can now
proceed with construction plans.

Testing questioned
House Speaker-Designate
Don Tucker called Wednesday
for appointment of a special
investigate
to
committee
"irregularities exposed in the
construction industry licensing
board examinations."
Tucker said the ad hoc committee should look into the matter
of 2 149 applicants taking a
gene;al contractors examination
written by three board members
and all of them flunking.

The House passed a bill that
would let consumers sue merchants who Jure tnem into stores
by advertising sale items that
aren't actually on the shelf.
The bill has passed the Senate,
but the House tacked on some
technical amendments that
require it to go back to the
Senate .

Proxy vote inquiry
fhe House Standards Com mittee w;is told Wednesday to
"apparent
an
investigate
violation" of rules involving
proxy voting on the floor.
Speaker Terrell Sessums, DTampa, asked for the probe after
it was reported that Rep . George
A. Williamson. R-Fort Lauderdale, was recorded in the Journal
as voting five times on bills
Tuesday although he had been
excused from the session .

Censure actionable
Speaker Terrell Sessums
Wednesday rejected arguments
that the House has no authority to
consider cenroure as an alternatjve to impeachment of Lt.
Gov . Tom Adams.

The Oracle is the official student-edited newspaper of the University of South
Florida and is published four times weekly, Tuesday through Friday, duri.ng the
academic ve•r period September through .m id-June; twice during the academic year
· period mid-June through August, by the University of South Florida, 4202 Fowler
Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33620.
Opinions expressed in The Oracle are those of the editors or of the writer and not
those of the University of South Florida . Address correspondence to The Ora cl~, LAN
472, Tampa, Fla., 33620
Second class postage paid at T;impa, Fla. The Oracle reserves the right to
regulate the typographical tone of all advertisements and revise or turn away copy it
considers objectionable .
Programs, activities and facilities of the University of South Florida are
available to all on a non-discriminatory basis, without regard to race, color, religion,
sex, age or national origin. The University Is an affirmative action Equal Op·
porlunlty Employer .

OAKLAND, Calif. CUP!)
Black Panther leader Bobby

(f lorida

CUPI l--Rep.
WASHINGTON
Charles E. Bennett, D-Fla ..

Rep. John Savage, R-St.
Petersburg. who lost the
argument in the Rules committee
Tuesday, brought it up before
Sessums during the House
session, but Sessums went along
with Rules Chairman Murray
Dubbin, D-Miami, in rejecting it.
Savage said the Constitution
gives the House authority only to
vote on bringing impeachment
charges against officials of the
executive or judicial branches.
Censure .c an be used only as a
discipline against legislatores, he
said .

britfs

Wednesday said the Cross
Florida Barge Canal idea is "not
dead" although President Nixon
halted construction in 1971 and a
new move has started in
Congress to kill it.
The move was launched by
Rep. L. A. "Skip" Bafalis, RFla ., who announced he intends
to introduce a bill in which
Congress would rescind its
original authorization for its
construction.

(UPI>-TALLAHASSEE
Lawyers for two teachers'
organizations accused the Board
of Regents of prejudice Wednesday and asked Gov . Reubin
Askew to step into the thre~-vear
controversy surrounding Marxist
college professor Kenneth Megill.
Education
Florida
The
Association and the American
Federation of Teachers filed a
motion asking that the Board of

CIA role illegal?
WASHINGTON CUP!) - Sen.
John J. McClellan said Wednesday the White House may
have violated the 1947 National
Security Act by involving the
Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) in domestic spy schemes.

Regents remove themselves
from the case. It also asks that
the governor eit;her turn the
matter over to the Board of
Education or appoint his own
reviewing board.

Pot laws valid
<UPll--The
TALLAHASSEE
constitutionality of Florida's law
against marijuana was upheld
Wednesday by the State Supreme
Court in a 6-1 opinion, with the
dissenting justice saying the
majority was overlooking constitutional safeguards in a "law
and order frenzy."
The state high court affirmed
the Volusia County Court of
record ruling that the law
prohibiting sale and possession of
marijuana is constitutional.

Non-teach teacher
<UPll--A
TALLAHASSEE
Miami legislator said Wednesday
"it's no secret" he has collected
$55,000 in salary from the Dade
County School Board the past
four years without having any
specific duties.

We are unbearably over stocked for the
summer---eq uipment must move!
GARRARD 728 ........... $109. 95
BASE .................. $ 59. 95
DUST COVER ............ $ 59. 95
PICKERING CART ........ $ 29. 95
NORMALLY

NOW

weather
Fair and mild. The low
will lw in the upper 50s with
the high in the low 80s.
Winds will be northerly 1015 mph.

ntws

Independent review

Canal revival?

Hous e excee ds budg et
Consumer help

Seale defeated

The once-militant foe of the
city's established government,
said the election, in which he got
more than one-third of the vote
but lost to incumbent Mayor John
Reading, was a "victory in terms
of organizing the people."

1-75 route given go-ah ead

The Legislature

TALLAHASSEE <UPI l -- A
total state budget of $1 .021 billion,
including $10 million more for
kindergartens, primary .and
secondary schools, $6 million
more for universities, an ad- ·
ditional $2 million for junior
colleges and an additional $1.5
million for textbooks and other
related items -- was proposed to
the Senate Ways and Means
Committee Wednesday .
The recommendation, made by
3ubcommittees that have been
hammering on the budget
proposals for months, is $24
million above Gov . Reubin
Askew's recommended general
revenue budget for operating
state government in the coming
fiscal year .

RIO 13LANCO, Colo . CUPJ) The trigger that will detonate
three :30-kiloton nucl ear devices
more than a mile beneath
western Colorado rangeland got a
final check Wednesday , and test
officials predicted Thursday 's
experiment to release natural
gas would be flawless.
" The firing system has been
tested and is functioning
properly," said Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) spokesman
Daivd Miller . " We have made
last minute checks on all the
systems and everything is right
on."

Seale , loser in his bid to become
Mayor of Oakland, vowed
Wedn esday to s ubmit his
program to voters again in six
months as an initiative measure.

$151. 80
$ 99. 99- !

4812 Busch
Blvd. .
(5 blocks
east of
Busch
Gardens)

Open
til/ 9p.m.

OUTIAW S
Playing thru Saturday

THE WHIPPIN MST
(formerly Ironside Tavern)

Sunday - FRIENDS & NEIGHB ORS
Florida Ave. North of Fletcher
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BOR post pone s decl sion
on man ual; 'inpu t' need ed
The Board of Regents <BORl
has postponed voting on the State
University Manual until they
"gather faculty and student
input," according to Regent
Chester Ferguson.
"We won't make a decision
until we get student and faculty
input. That's the only fair way to
do it," Ferguson said
FERGUSON IS chairman of
the BOR special projects committee which is currently
studying the manual. He said his
committee would not reach
a
decision concerning the manual
unt.11 he received input from
faculty senates and "recognized"
student governments in the State
University System. However, the
manual is scheduled for the June
BOR agenda.

Jesse Binford, chairman of the
USF Faculty Senate, said his
group would not make recommendations to the BOR concerning the manual because he
"felt the ad hoc committee
speaks for Faculty Senate." He
said he felt a group of faculty and
students working together could
"better review" the document.
"The students have more facts
and the faculty members (on the
committee) have been here long
enough to understand how things
work," he said.
BILL DA VIS, SG president, who
attended the BOR meeting, said
the Council of Student Body
Presidents unanimously passed a
resolution prior to the meeting

17~
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M-G
-M
Classics of the 30's
plus selected shorts

asking the BOR to postpone the
manual vote until "viable input"
could be obtained from faculty
and students.
Davis said SG would now be
able to submit recommendation s
directly to Chancellor Robert
Mautz. He said he had not had
time to consult with other student
members who had resigned from
the ad hoc committee, citing
supression of information concerning the committee.
Only one student, Paula
Cunningham is now serving on
the committee and yesterday Joe
Busta , special assistant to the
President, announced Albert
Hartley, vice president for
Finance and Accounting, will join
the committee.

Char les Kura lt gues t spea ker
at confe rence 's closin g sessi on
BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Staff Writer

Charles Kuralt. CBS News
correspondent,
will
speak
Saturday night at the closing
session of a three day conference
on "Problems of the Individual in
Increasingly Urban Society ."
The conference, which begins
today, will be held in part at USF
and in part at St. Leo 's College in
Dade City.
KURALT'S speech, "Communication and the American
Individual," will be a dinner
session in the UC ballroom at 7::m
p.m. Tickets are $5 each and
a vailable in FAO 150.

Several
local
media
representatives, including Hay
Dantsler, direc tor of Programs,
News and Public Affairs al
WTVT, Eugene Patterson, St.
Petersburg Times editor ; and
Richard
Pittman .
Tampa
Tribune-Times general manager,

Bran ch
camp uses
studi ed
The Board of f{eg(' nls has
agreed to r <' QUl·st a $:l:i. ooo
legislative appropriation for a
development
plan of lJSF
cam puses at Fort Myers and in
the Sarasota -Bra denton area.
According to the request. funds
would be used to hire a director
for new campus planning and to
cover so mC' 197:!-74 fiscal yea r
operating expenses.
Regents hav e indi ca ted lhcv
would like instruction to begin,;,
the new branches by fall 1974,
even if classes were limited to
off-campus fa ci lities .
USF Pres. Cec il MackPy will
serve as head of the two new
campuses, according to Chan cellor Hobert Mautz.

Charles Kuralt
will form a reaction panel to
Kuralt 's speech.
Prior to Kuralt 's talk , Paul
Torrance, chairman of the
department of Psychology at
Univn:·~;ity of Georgia, will speak
in the USF KIV A. from -1::30 to
f)::lOp.m.
TllE FOHMAT of the conference includes the following
major speakers (all at St. Leo l :

MAX KAPLAN, USF director
of Leisure Studies, will be the
principal speaker at tonight's
dinner, according to Dorothy
Sisk, project director.
The $5 dinner begins at 7 p.m.
at St. Leo's.
Saturday afternoon sessions
will include group discussions on
various topics including: "The
Individual and the Forces of
Integration." "Services for the
Individual in an Urban Society,"
"Urban
Environment
and
Creativity, " "Effects of Urbanization on the Individual,"
"Alternatives in Educations" and
" The Individual and the Media ."

May 18, 19,20 ENA
50c admission
for each of the above

Education- -Bryce
Jordan.
Presidl'nt of University of Tex as
at Dalla s-- Frida y 10 a.m . .
"l•:ducation. The Individual and
the Future."
Arts -- Syd
Solomon.
N<•w
Co llPge . Sarasota--Friday 2 p.m. -"Th<' :\rts. th e lrfdividual and
the Future ."
Law --.Julian Bond. House of
HepresentativP..; --Georgia Legislature--Friday 7 p.m.-- dinner--$5-" Urban Politics 197:! ."
D e mograph y -Fra ncois Cribi e r--Laborcitoire de
(;eographie Humani e . Paris-Saturday. to a.ni.
All spc•akPrs will he follmn;d I>\
dialoguc•s with <t r1•aclion pan!'! lo
s limulal!' discussions .
l 'SF f;H"ull :> a nd staff rnemht•rs
na1·licip;1ting on panel s includ e:
Educalion --Carl Higgs. \·ice
president for :\cad Pmic affairs
Arls --Larry Austin. composer
in rcsidenn'; ll ;t11s .Juerg<•nscn.
I lu111;111ities l'rofl'ssor .
Law --J•:llen I\.i111111<'l. director of
llniv(•rsi ty Studic~;.
DPmograpy --William Taft.
director of Sponsored l\<•sea1Th.

Sum11wr's ;1 clr;1g in ;1 stuffy. c1 ld clnssroom .. , so tak e Donald's
an(l i:11t lo ;111 all-111'\\' S t:l'lH' . . . a sumnwr job ;1t \Vl\LT
LJ!SN!·:Y \'VCrn.LD. Fxc iti11g v;1i:;1tion £'mploynwnt opportunities are
avilil;1hlc~ in 111<1n y art• ;1s including rnks ;1s 't\lonorail Pilots. Butlers in
;1 l launt1'cl 't\Lrnsiclll. Sulinwrinc Captains. Custodian s . 't\forchandisi11g. FPocl St'n· ii:t '. l\i\·1·r lH1;1l Skippt'rs . . th<' li s t goes on and on.
C;isl ing ftir su1111n1•r j11\is is Jlll\\. in prngr1 'ss . S ll m;1k1 ~ the sc:t~lH' ! Call.
\\ rilt' 111· \ isit tl1l' \\'.\l.T lllS\:l·:Y \\"()!\l.I) Fmpln \ llll'nt Ct'ntc r al
!lit • i11ll'l" ~;1•t:li1 1 11 11'" !11lt'J'Sl;1il' ·I ;111d SI\ :;:;:; Slllltl n.n 'Sl or OrLrndo.
advict~

1:\11'1) H ~ '.H :1 11 H. \\'tirk \\ li1 ' 1·1· it' s li;111 p t'l1il1,\~ !his Sllllllllt'l' I

Walt IV)isney World
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Drop the ban on rocl<-and-roll
The recent rejection by Dan Walbolt
of a request for amplified music a t an
ot:1tdoor concert to celebrate the new
majority rights age is indefensible , not
to mention absurd.
In fairness, Walbolt isn't at fault, his
" decision" is just a manifestation of
what everyone knows as Mackey 's ban
(or sensitivity) on rock and roll music .
THE ORACLE feels it's time (1973)
the administration (Mackey) realizes
that USF students are adults and
deserve to be treated as such . Even
such conservative Floridians as the
collective Florida legislature has
decreed that starting July 1, people age
1s· and above have the exact same
rights and responsibilities as any other
adult , including our administration .

(Editorials & Commentary)
access to musical entertainment.
When the ban was established
radicalism was a factor that prompted
fear of large crowds in many state
officials, Mackey obviously included .
Today things are obviously different
and large crowds at USF no longer pose
the threat of all-out destructiveness,
riots, etc. , etc . The students of today
(as then, really) are capable of controlling themselves when exposed to tne

pulsa ting rhythms of demon rock and
roll.
The band in question , Springtime
Harvest, consists of drum s, piano,
harmonica, tamborine , guiro <per cussion l, electric lead and bass guitar,
hollow bodied guitar and vocali st. Th e
decision to ban them was nothing
more than an arbitrary decision.
policy
THE AMPLIFICATION
should be dropped, and students should

be treated like the adults they are.
President Ma tkey's personal taste in
musk should not be imposed on the
students.
Florida State Uni vers ity has no such
ban on mus ic , yet their campus is not
rocked with riois everytime electronic
instruments are plugged in as Mackey
seems lo fea r wi ll happen al USF.
The Oracle calls on President
Mackey to wake up and look at the
students he has on this campus, and to
realize that his a mplification policy is
antiquated, and unneeded on a college
campus .

Taking a glance Qown a now familiar
argument , the situation at USF will be
that students are old enough to vote, be
jailed, sign contracts, drink, sue and be
sued, yet not responsible enough to
listen to amplified music· without
'losing control.'
Perhaps President Mackey needs to
be reminded again that this is 1973,
advanced far beyond those old myths
that rock and roll music drives people
crazy and makes them do <pause )
Unnatural Things.
and
IT IS DISCRIMINATORY
unreasonable that USF students should
be deprived of a now-accepted and
common entertainment medium . For
many students living at USF, on
campus music provides their only
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The Great Raft Race s great decision
Editor:
Since my decision to award the
Parachute Club first place in the Raft
Race despite their "oversized" raft
resulted in several letters of protest to
your column, I feel I must explain the
reasons for it i:1 a reply
The Great Raft Race was sponsored
by the Recreational Sports Office as a
The
special recreational event .
primary objective was to provide an
event which students wn11l<i enter
primarily for the pleasure of
satisfaction or fun involved . It was
never intended to be a highly structured
and regulated form of competition.
FOR THIS reason, only a brief list of
general rules was prepared to govern
the race . The rule in question was
stated: ' 'Maximum raft size - 6 ft. x 6
ft.,,
The rule did not specifically state that
no one dimension of any raft could
This was the
exceed six feet..
protesters' interpretation of the rule .
Using other interpretations of the
rule. the Parachute Club's raft, which
measured approximately, 7 1 2 ft. x 4 1 2
ft . at the finish, could be said not to be in
violation of the rule. Its total square
footage was less than 36 sq. ft ., and,
placed diagonally , it would probably
have fit into a 6 ft. x 6 ft. square, since it
was ra ther oval in shape. with rounded
corners .

(letters l
BUT IN enforcing rules, it is the
intent of the rule that is important. The
size rule was included mainly to
prevent groups from building very
large rafts which could ca use problems
at the start of the race or prevent
passage during the race by other rafts
or other traffic on the river. We never
intended to measure the dimensions of
each raft to see if it met a rigid set of
specifications.
There were other supportive reasons
for not disqualifying the Parachute
Since all rafts were
Club's raft.
displayed on the river bank during the
creative design ·judging prior to the
race, it was felt that any protest
regarding raft size should have been
made at that time . The two other
judges present at the finish were in
agreement that it would not be fair to
deny an award to the team of the
winning raft after they had paddled
hard for over an hour .
IT IS doubtful if the Parachute Club
gained any advantage by ha ving an
" oversized" raft. From observing their
paddling strength and coordinated

thursday's
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stroking, I had the impression that they
still would have won easily on a six-foot
long raft. They finished the race six
minutes ahead of the second place raft,
without being seriously challenged.
It seems that two possible changes in
fnrm :it might prevent this type of
conflict 1vu next year's Raft Race :
Increase the size limit or
I.
eliminate any restrictions on size.
Rliminate the external rewards
?
(trn;-ihiesl
To those of you who entered the race
this year and enjoyed yourselves: A
well-deserved thank you for your
participation .
Andrew Honker
Coordinator , Recreational
Sports

Thank you
Editor:
We wish to thank all those people who
came rushing to our assistance after
our auto collision last night at the
traffic light adjacent to Beta .
In our confused state of mind, we
neglected to ask the name of the student
who phoned the campus police from
Beta as soon as he heard the crash .

ROBERT FIALLO
Editor

Seconds after the impact, · tenms
players came from Andros courts
asking if we were alright. The campus
police were on the scene in minutes.
concerned first with our safety and then
with the circumstances of the accident.
Two off-duty medics seemed to appear
out of nowhere and wrapped one of us .
who was shivering mostly from fright
in the shirt off his back.
We learned two lessons from our
frightening experience of May 11 : The
campus pops
We learned two lessons from our
frightening experience of May 11: The
campus cops CAN show compassion to
USF students, and secondly there are
many concerned students living on this
campus. We thank you all!
Harriet Chc-.mpney
Kathy Lee
Joann Strohlein

(letters policy)
The Oracle welcomes letters
to the editor on all topics. All
letters must be signed and
include the writer's student
classification and telephone
number.
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Prehle criticizes Oracle,
defends UP procedures
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BY CllltlSTY BARBEE
Oracle Slaff Writer

I
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University Police (UP) Chief
Jack Prehle criticized Oracle
editorial content and defended
UP procedures last night on
WUSF-FM's Access program.
"The way the (Oracle)
editorials are written is not valid
they are not properly
researched," he said.

you L,1,..
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Security committee
members unknown
Albert Hartley, vice president
for Finance and Accounting, said
yesterday he still has "no idea"
when members will be appointed to a committee proposed
six weeks ago to deal with alleged
campus police problems.
All USF groups reviewing the
have
proposal
committee
completed and filed their studies
and recommendations.
ROBERT LEVITT, chairman
of the Career Service Senate, the
last group to complete review of
the document, said he submitted
his recommendations Monday to
.Hartley .
Jesse Binford, chairman of the
Faculty Senate which also
reviewed the committee draft,
said his group's suggestions were
submitted to Dr. Carl Riggs, vice
president for Academic Affairs,
May 2.
Riggs said he forwarded them
to Pres. Mackey May 7.
BILL DA VIS, SG president,

said his group gave Dr. Joe
Howell, vice president for
Student Affairs, a list of student
nominees for the proposed
committee April 25. Davis said
his group was only asked to
nominate potential members and
not to criticize the draft.
The committee draft was
written early in April by
University Police Chief .Jack
Prehle and "embellished" by
Hartley at t:iat time. It was sent
to the groups for review shortly
after.
the
expect
would
"I
suggestions would be reviewed
by Pres. Mackey , and the
committee will be set up within a
short time," Hartley said.

PREHLE objected particularly
to a Qtr . 2 editorial which said UP
had doubled the number of police
officers.
He explained out of 17 new
positions, one was for a
secretary, five for security on the
Bay campus, and one for
University safety officer.
Seven of the remaining
for officers on the
positions
Tampa campus were filled and
three are still open, he said.
A caller said he had recently
seen UP vehicles at off-campus
restaurants as far away as
Temple Terrace and near 1-75
and asked Prehle to explain state
policy for off-campus use of UP
vehicles.
PREHLE SAID UP officers
work straight eight hour shifts.
"The only way an officer may
leave campus is that he must
have permission from the
dispatcher," he said.
An officer usually calls in to see
if other on-duty officers want
something to eat and brings food
back, he said.
OFFICERS are re,:tricted to
the area between the University
and Burger King on 30th Street.
Prehle defended UP spotchecks for drivers licenses and
Spot
vehicle registration.
checking "is the function of any
state law enforcement agency,"
he said. "We don't do it very
often."
UP was criticized by students
last quarter when officers

stopped drivers in a busy intersection to check licenses and
registration .
asked
ANOTHER CALLER
why cyclists are allowed to ride

both ways on the one way street
in front of the UC. citing Highway
Patrol policy which requires
bicycles to operate under the
same regulations as cars.

Alumni carnival booth
nets $100 for scholarships
The SEAC-sponsored weekend
carnival proved a rewarding
venture for at least one USF
organization .
Association
Alumni
The
Hillsborough County Chapter
sold 390 25-cent bingo tickets
Saturday.

The $100 proceeds have been
Alumni
the
into
entered
Scholarship Fund from which
seven full-tuition scholarships
will be given to "outstanding
Hillsborough County high school
graduates, " according to Joe
Tomaino, director of the campus
Alumni Association.

. Henry-'s ..
Complet.e Forei"gn and Domestic
. Car Repair and Service

FAST ·SERVICE
28 Years Experience.
AU Male.es, All Models

Phone 97-1-9161

13614. Nebraska, Tam pa

$67 - $90

month

*FURNISHED
APTS.
*WALK TO
CLASS

Jamaica
minister
to speak
Jamaican Deputy Prime
Minister David H. Coore will
discuss " Jamaica and the
Developing
Aspirations of
Nations " today at I ::JO p.m. in UC
256.
He is scheduled to lunch with
Pres . Mackey and the Tampa
World Trade Council prior to his
lecture here.
of
member
a
Coore,
Parliament since 1967, was appointed Finance Minister and
Deputy Prime Minister in March
1972.
A graduate of Exeter College,
Oxford. where he received his
Bachelor of Civil Law degree,
entered
formally
Coore
Jamaican national politics in
1960 when he was appointed lo
Council -th e
th e Legislative
nominated Upper House.
Currently, Coore is a member
of the Executive Committee of
the Peoples National Party and
has been the Party's chairman
since 1969.
The Deputy Prime Minister is
sc heduled to talk in the afternoon
with off-campus-term students
who will spend the summer
quarter studying in .Jamaica.

*SWIMMING
POOLS,
TENNIS,
REC· BLDGS.
T.V. LOUNGES
Reservations now being accepted for
next fall and for this summer. Reduced
. Specific apts.
rates for signing early_
reserved on a 1st come
- 1st served basis.
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Tampa, Florida

DOS
1 Block from USF on 42nd
Phone: 971-0100
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Ahh nostalgia!!!
\

BY VIVIAN MULEY
Entertainment Editor
Some of the movie industry's
most historical and influential
films will make a comeback this
weekend when the Film Art
Series hosts the MGM classics of
the '30's and selected '30's shorts.
With all the splendor and glory
of the cinema, these films will not
only provide hours of enjoyment
but will give a look at the very
roots of the industry that
developed from these early
masterpieces.
DR. JOHN · "Knocky" Parker,
English associate professor and
old movie buff, said he thought
the idea of showing these classics
was "terrific .
tremendous
are
"These
classics," he said. "They are
extremely influential and important. These are the roots of
today's motion pictures."
Dale Rose, events coordinator
for the Florida Center for the
Arts, said if the three - day
program is successful, the Film
Art Series will host Warner
Brother's classics of the '30's
during the ·fall quarter.
MORE THAN 36 hours of film
entertainment will be featured.
What's more important is that a
variety of '30's cartoons and
shorts will be interspersed with
the feature length films.
One cartoon shown will be
Walt Disney's first Academy
Award winner, "Flowers and
"Steamboat Willie,"
Trees."
Mickey Mouse's debut, will also
be screened, along with "Three
Little Pigs," "Betty Boop" and

It

l

I
l

the first Bugs Bunny cartoons.
The immortal Little Rascals
and Laurel and Hardy will be
among other short films .
THE FILM program will get
underway Friday with Spencer
Tracy in his Academy Award
winning performance as a
Portuguese fisherman who
befriends a young boy in "Captains Courageous."
The mystic Greta Garbo will
star in "Anna Karenina," a film
which many believe is one of her
greatest performances .
Fritz Lang's first American
film, "Fury," concerning lynching in America, will be
screened.
AND THE Marx Brothers will
provide comical antics in "a Day
at the Races, " featuring Groucho
in what he calls his favorite role,
Dr. Hackenbush.
The detective story that was
later made into a television series

-- "The Thin Man," starring
William Powell as detective Nick
Charles and Myrna Loy as his
wife Nora, will close the program
Friday .
"The Wizard of Oz," Victor
Fleming's classic in which Judy
Garland made film history for
her role as Dorothy, will open the
program Saturday .
JOHNNY Weissmuller stars as
"Tarzan, the Ape Man." Greta
Garbo and Robert Taylor will be
seen in "Camille." And King
Victor's touching story about a
boy's love for his prize-fighter
father -- "The Champ" -- won
Academy Awards for its stars
Wallace Beery and Jackie
Cooper.
The Dickens classic "David
Copperfield" will come to life
with W.C. Fields and Freddie
Bartholomew. Paul Muni and
Luise Ranier will star in the
Academy Award winning film
based on the Pearl Buck novel
"The Good Earth" just before the
Marx Brothers close out the
· evening with "A Night at the
Opera ."
King Vidor's adaptation from a
novel about an idealistic doctor
stumped by the ignorance of the
poor and the hypochondria of the
wealthy -- "The Citadel" will
open the program Sunday.
ERNST Lubitsch directed
Greta Garbo in her first comic
role as a hardheaded female
Continued on Page 7
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George ltd.
1708 So.Dale Mabry, Tampa

Schedule

Shop Monday 'Lil 9 PM

FRIDAY
7 p.m . -- Captains Courageous .
9 p.m. -- Anna Karenina
<double feature with Fury).
10 :45 p.m . -- Fury.
12 :30 a.m . -- A Day at the
Races .
2:20 a.m. -- The Thin Man.
SATURDAY
noon -- The Wizard of Oz.
2 p.m . -- Tarzan, the Ape Man
(double feature with Camille J.
3:45 p.m. -- Camille.
6:30 p.m . -- The Champ <double
feature with David Copperfield) .
8 p.m. -- David Copperfield.
10:30 p.m. -- The Good Earth.
1 a.m. -- ANight at the Opera .
SL':\"DAY
8:30 p.m. --The Citadel <double
feature with Ninotchkai.
5:30 p.m. -- Ninotchka .
7:30p.m. -- Goodbye Mr . Chips.
9:30 p.m . -- Mutiny on the
Bounty.
All films will be shown in ENA .
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Comparison Test

Readers' Theatre comes up second best
BY ANN CRAVENS
Oracle Staff Writer
In the Speech Department's
comparison test to see whether
audiences preferred Reader's
Theatre or Chamber Theatre, it
appears that . the Chamber
Theatre production comes out
on top--but it could have been a
closer race.
·
Two versions of "The Spinoza
of Market Street," a short story
by Isaac Bashevis Singer, were
used in the test conducted during
the last two consecutive Wednesday Literature Hours.

~tuitw)
THE STORY is an excellent
choice for the test. It relies
heavily on characterizations that
can be easily established by voice
and facial expressions and it does
not involve much physical action
which could give the edge to the
Chamber Theatre since it utilizes
physical dramatization, sets and
costumes.

rtilm fare
AUSTIN ·-Class of '44 --1:25,
3:35, 5:40, 8, 10.
BRANDON TWINS 1. The Family!,_ 7:10, 9.
2. Deadly Fathoms -- 7: 10, 9.
FLORIDA - Double feature
(starts Friday) - Five Fingers of
Death -- 2:15, 5:50, 9:30 and The
Omega Man -- 4:10, 7:45.
FLORILAND CINEMA 2 -1. Sleuth- 1:45, 4:10, 6:35, 9.
2. The Effect of the Gamma
Rays on Man-in-the-Moon
Marigolds -- I, 2:45,4:30, 6:20,
8:10, 10.
HILLSBORO I -- Last Summer
<starts Friday) -- 1: 30, 3: 20,"iJ:Io,
7, 9:50 with midnight show
Saturday -- Stamping Ground.
HORIZON PARK 4 -1. Soylent Green -- weekends -2,4,6,8,10 and weekdays -- 2:30,
4:30, 6:30, 8:30.

Nostalgia
('ontinued fro•n Page fi

commissar in "Ninotchka."
Greer Garson and Robert Donat
star in one of the '30's outstanding films "Good-bye, Mr.
Chips." about the life of a
schoolteacher.
And the Academy Award
winner "Munity on the Bounty"
withCharles Laughton as Captain
Bligh and Clark Gable as Fletcher Christian ·will close the
program.
Tickets can be bought for a
whole day, according to Rose.
Tickets for Friday and Sunday
would cost $1.50; tickets for
Saturday would cost $2.50.
Otherwise tickets are 50 cents for
all movies except the double
features which are 50 cents.
Double features include "Anna
Karenina" and "Fury." "A Day
at the Races" and "The Thin
Man," "Tarzan. the Ape Mari··
and "Camille," "The Champ··
and "David Copperfield," and
"The Citadel and "Ninotchka. ··

2,
Jeremiah Johnson -weekends -- 1: 15, 3: 15, 5: 15, 7: 30,
9:45 and weekdays -- 2, 4, 6:15,
8:30.
3. Kid Blue -- weekends -- 1: 30,
3:30, 5:30, 7:30,. 9:30 and weekdays -- 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30.
4.
Man of La Mancha -weekends -- 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30 and
w_e ekdays -- 2, 5, 8.
PALACE -The Sound of Music
-- 2, 5:'15, 8:30.
TAMPA -- Farewell Uncle Tom
<starts Friday) -- 2:15, 4:05,
5:55, 7:45, 9:35.
TODD -- Double Feature -- The
Young Seducer and A Fairy Tale
for Adults -- continuous showings
from 11 :45.a.m.
Tlli\NS-LUX
<Town and
Country).- Scandalous John -- 7,
9. ·

TWIN Bi\YS 4 -L Soy lent Green -- weekends -1:45, :L45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:55 and

weekdays -- 2::io. 4:30, 6:30, 8:30.
2.2. Ace Eli and Rodger of the
Skies -- weekends -- 1:30. 3:30.
5::lo, 7:30, 9:30 and weekdays -2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30.
3. Sleuth -- weekends -- 3:30,
6:30, 9:30 and weekdays -- 2:45,
5:45, 8:15.
4. Kid Blue -- weekends -- I :45,
:1:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:55 and weekdays -- 2::m. 4:30, 8:30, 6:30.
ON

FIUI .\HT SEHli•:s -- MGM
Film Classics -- Friday, Saturday
and Sunday in ENA <A complete
listing and times of the moveis
appears on page 6. >
lT FE:\TllHE -- Anne of 1000
Days -- I<'riday and Saturday -7: :lo. 10 and Sunday -- 7:30 in FAH

~

the actors, but they did not turn in
as fine a performance yesterday
as they did last week. Lines were
missed, cues picked up too slowly
and concentration was broken.
DESPITE THIS, the reading
was entertaining, first because
the readers did have a feel for
and grasp of their characters and
secondly because the story itself
is so good.
Facial expressions were sometimes distractingly overdrawn (though
they must be
broad in this type of theatre, they
were still overplayed.)
One strange effect of changing
methods of presentation was
that the line that drew the biggest
laugh in the Chamber Theatre,
and was entirely due to a change
in the vocal expression of Dr.
Fischelson, was almost lost
yesterday.
DR. R. J. Schneider, associate
professor of speech, adapted and
directed the story . His direction
helped enliven the reading, but he

Mixed media offers
•
•
unique
exper1encP
An all-night mixed-media event and two evenings of electronic
music will form "Event-Complex Nos. 2a, b and c" which will be
presented today through Sunday in the Theatre Center (TAR).
Presented by Sycom, (Systems Complex for the Studio and Performing Arts), the Event - Complex will begin with an illustrated
lecture on computer music by composer Ben Johnson of the University
of Illinois.
THE LECTURE today at 8 p.m. in Theatre Lab No~ 1, is titled,
''Tonali~ Regained-Toward a Real-Time Cybernetic Interchange
Between Composer, Perf.ormer and Compute~."
Friday, two composers from New College in Sarasota, Bruce Hutcheon and Rod Kohler, will present program of electronic music and
intermedia at 8 p.m. in Theatre Lab No. 1.
The audience may come and go or stay for the entire performance of
''Whisperjet,'' an all-night mixed-media event.

a

The presentation, which will feature a variety of composerperformers working in bOth aural and visual media, will be set up in
the lobby and mezzanine of TAR and will start Saturday at 6 p.m.
running .through the night until Sunday at 6 a:m.

Anne of 1000 Days

Dance event
•
uses images,
games, faces
A free hour of images and
games will be presented Friday
at 2 p.m. at the UC Mall by a
group of advanced dance
students.
This "human sculpture event,"
a dance inspired by sound,
movements and "faces in the
crowd," is the result of class
improvisation by upper level
dance students, according to a
spokesman for the Student En(erta i nme.nt and Activities
Council. (SEAC l. hosting the
event which is a part of a continuing program to involve all
University departments in "Free
hour" activities.
The aud _ience will be encouraged to participate.

Friday may 18 7:30 P,.\ 10 PM 10 l'M

Saturday May 19 7:30 & 10 PM

Sunday May 20 7:30 PM
FAH 101 SOc W ID

Bean Bag Chairs
CONEY'S INTERIORS
1412 W. PLATT Ph . /.58-/131

"fEI'E'5

fs

Perhaps the pressure of this
extra burden or a lack of
rehearsal time to convert from the
other presentation handicapped

Members of the cast for both
performances were Dino Bagley
as Fischelson, Brenda Tipps,
Jerry Coff, Debbie Maresca, Al
Pinan, Mary Saxe and Jim
Flemings. Vilia Jahnson was
assistant director.

usually obscured the passa.ges of
Spinoza's philosophy by having
several people repeat them in
round fashion.
This was unfortunate because understanding
Spinoza's philosophy added to the
understanding of the story.

101.

Giant
Hot
CRISPY
Sandwiches
?.

(':\MPllS

The Reader's Theatre uses
none of these conventions and
places a greater burden on the
actors to make the story come
alive.

PIZ'Z-a

Giant
Cold

Sandwiches

~

U.S. NAVY

Corner of Skipper Rd.
and NE Nebraska
weekrtavs 8:30-11

I

ORACLEJ CLASSIFIEDS
5 Lines $1.00

Ext. 2620

OVER ... ON ... UNDER THE SEA ...
for more information on officer programs call U. S. Navy
8808 N. 56th street Temple Terrace 985-1010
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Cooper's exercise system
gaining national popularity
BY GARY HACKNEY

Oracle Sports Writer

With over six million people
reading their books, Dr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Cooper are dedicated to
"preaching the gospel of exercise."
Cooper, author of "Aerobics"
and "The New Aerobics," and his
wife Millie, who wrote "Aerobics
for Women," have been traveling
around the nation teaching what
he terms a breakthrough in
cardiovascular preventative
medicine.
AEROBIC exe ~ises promoting
the supply and use of oxygen,

r
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sports

explains Cooper, provide for a
stronger and more efficient
cardiovascular-pulmonary system.
Cooper's interest in health and
fitness started in his high school
days in Oklahoma when he held
the state's record for the mile,
4: 30.9, in 1949.
After receiving his BS in
medicine from the University of
Oklahoma and a masters in
public health from Harvard, he
entered the United States Air
Force <USAF ) and was assigned
to study the effects of exercise on
pilots and astronauts.

britfs

Finley under fire
ATLANTA <UPU-The folks in Birmingham, Ala ., have a bone to
pick with Charles 0 . Finley.
The owner of the Oakland -A's promised the people in Birmingham
that he would provide them with a title-contending team in the AA
Southern League this ye_ar.
·
At last report, Birmingham has the worst record in the Southern
League and one of the worst records in all of professional baseball.

Stars galore for classic
Next week's Atlanta Golf Classic will have one of the finest fields of
this year's tour.
At last report, Atlanta had 55 of the top 60 money winners committed
and had hopes of landing several others.
Jack Nicklaus, who hasn't played since the Tournament of Champions, and Gary Player, who has yet to play in the States this year, are
both expected. Leading money winner Bruce Crampton was slow
committing but his wife has already made hotel reservations in
Atlanta. ·
The only two "name" players not expected in Atlanta are Lee
Trevino, who could change his mind at the last minute, and Arnold
Palmer.

No fans for Atlanta
. The furor raised when Hank Aaron complained about "racial
abuse" from "some" Atlanta fans has died down.
: When Aaron returned to Atlanta this past weekend for a series with
San Diego, the fans went out of their way to show they were on his side.
.What fans there were, that is. The Braves drew only 5,679 on
Saturday .night and only 7,395 for a Sunday doubleheader. They are
averaging just over 7,500 for their first 12 home dates - less than half
what they are averaging on the road.

His credit good
How about this for desert?
The Braves recently held a "Hank Aaron Poster Day" and
presented everyone 12 or under with a huge drawing of Hank when
they came through the gate.
When one small boy, about five, was handed a poster, his father
asked him: "What do you say?"
The boy thought a moment, then turned to the gateman and said:
"Charge it."

Campbell among
NCAA~

finest
in hit percentage
With discovery of an error by
Sports Information Director John
Renneker, USF's Mike Campbell
may become the nation's third
lea<;ling hitter.
Following the Brahman
season, ending May 3, Renneker
tabulated the second baseman's
batting total as 68 for 157 or .433,
fifth in the nation.
But now Renneker says
Campbell should have been
credited with 69 hits, which would
raise his average to .439 and third
in the NCAA's university
division .
During the 1973 campaign
Campbell drove in 22 runs in 38
games with 12 doubles; three
triples and two home runs.
The 23-16 Brahmans were being
considered for the fourth berth in
the South Atlantic Regional
NCAA College Division tourney
but it went University of
Baltimore, Mason-Dixon Conference winner at 15-6.

WITH HIS studies in the USAF
and later working with the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Cooper says
" For the first time we can
quantify fitness in scientific
terms.
"This enables us to determine
how much exercise is needed and
how much is enough ."
Now in private practiC"c with a
$2 million complex in Dallas,

Cooper spends much of his time
lecturing and promoting interest
in fitness and he hopes also to
spark an interest in opening other
exercise clinics across the
country.
Indicative of the growing
popularity of aerobics is the $3.5
million Aerobics Center at Oral
Roberts University in Oklahoma
where students are required to
spend four hours a week for the
four years they attend the school.
ADD TO THAT the fact that
over 200 public high schools have
joined the USAF and the Canadian Armed Forces in officially
adopting aerobics in their fitness
programs and it is easy to see
why Cooper holds optimism for
the nation's future health .
"Americans are tired of being
tired," said Cooper, adding that
through word of mouth , people
are discovering advantages of
regular exercise.

USF keglers
near finish

WE ARE OVERSTOCKED.... 50 ...

KLH 17is

2 for $99.99

No other purchase
necessary

12 Busch
Blvd.
(5 blocks
east of
Busch
Gardens)

988-7059
Oven
til/ 9p.m .•

if9~~~

::~:~:~::

CLASSIFIEDS :~:~:~:;
·~~~~~l~ PHONE Ext. 2620@~~~~

)~~~~;1~;~;~~~~;;~~~~~~~;;;;~~~~~;~;~~~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;;;~;~;~;~~~;~;~;~~1fJJ~~

DEADLINE - noon May lR .
PRIZE MONEY
FOR FIRST AND SECOND PLACE
C ·IT/-,'(; O/U /<,'S:

Spon:-;on•d hv SEAC

... people in the gym Tuesday night.

Jeff Oppenheim grabbed both
men's high singles and series last
Thursday in USF Bowling
League play as Annette Mitchell
won women's series and Kathy
Whitehead took singles honors.
The Brahman bowlers have
only two weeks remaining in
their year long season as the
Blops lead the 14 team league.
Karen's Killers are second with
Starbase Four third.

PHOTOGRAPHY CON1,ES1,

nat 11 re

Dr. Cooper presented his "gospel" to 300

fJ/1010

jo11mali.m1

19'C)VW Fastback sedan, 4spd, radio·, heater
very low milage, stock no. 2109
·
1970 1137 Bug, radio, heater, 4spd, low milage
no. 2128
·
1972 VW 1131, radio, heater, no. 2139
1971 VW 1131, radio, heater, 4spd, no. 2205
1968 VW 1132, auto, radio, heater, very low
. milage no. 2178
1972 7-passen:ger bus, radio, heater, very low
milage no. 4132-1
1971 Pop-top Camper, radio, heater, air cond,
save no. 3040-1
Our U1ecl VW'• Come Sll1htly New

LINDELL ·VOLKSWAGEN
3900 W. KENNEDY
PHONE 872-4841

USF Photo Cluh

TOYOTA PUTS IT ALL TOGETHER
Quality

Economy

Roominess

Fun
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Mariners finish with losing mark
BY DA VE MOO RM ANN
Oracle Sports Editor

USF St. Pete Campus's
baseball team did what was
necessary to win this season,
outscoring its opponents 139-131.
Yet the second-year club finished
13-16-1.
'.'We'd have a bad inning every
once in a while," co-captain Greg
Hunsinger said in trying to explain the poor record. In its

initial season, St. Pete Campus
was 9-6-1.
THE MARINERS had four men
hitting .300 or better, including
the other co-captain, Jim Neader,
who tied Jim Valenty for the club
lead at .413.
Both Neader and Valenty went
33 for 80 during the season with
Valenty's 15 RBI's best in the
club. Neader was right behind
at 13 and .300 hitter Jim
Merrifield was next with 11.

Discussion of Florida
fishing at Hixon Hall
The Florida League of Anglers
<FLA) will host a Save Our Fish
workshop and fishing clinic today
in the Gasparilla Room of Curtis
Hixon Hall.
The event, an attempt to alert
citizens about measures affecting
fishing, begins at 7:30 p.m. with a
$2 admission fee.
PRESENTATIONS on both
fresh and salt water fishing will
be highlighted.
Small group
discussions to be conducted in
relation to freshwater fishing
for will be led by Jim Bagley of
Bagley Bait Co. and Phil Woods,
president of Inter bay Marina,
will lead a discussion on Gulf
fishing.
Billy Powell, local Tarpon
expert, will cover the how and
where ofTarpon fishing in Tampa
Bay.
Lou Pease, Fishing Hall of
Fame member, will present tips
on live baiting for Junker bass on
the Hillsborough River and
surrounding areas while new
outdoors editor of the SL
Petersburg Times, Lefty Kreh,
shall talk about techniques and
practices in salt water fishing.

will be discussed by Dr. Robert
Smith, director of State
University System's Institute of
Oceanography, and Dr. William
Taft, director of Sponsored
Research and marine geologist.
Lyman Rogers, president of
FLA will explain intent, purpose
and recent developments of FLA.

Randy Chlapowski the other
.300 batter, hit .302 while tying
Valenty for the club lead with five
doubles.
ELWOOD Newton topped the
club in triples with three and in
homers with two, hitting only
.262.
·-"We played pretty well," said
Hunsinger. "We were twice as
good as last year. We played
some big schools but we could've
beat some of them."
The Mariners ended their
season in Georgia last weekend,
dropping a three-game set to
Valdosta State including a
Saturday doubleheader.
ST. PETE Campus didn't have
anyone better than a four game
winner on its staff as Joe
Lomascolo led the way with a 4-2
record. John Lyons was 4-3.
Lomascolo's 1.93 ERA was the
best the Mariners had for a
pitcher with more than one
decision. Lyons struck out 4i
batters in 51 innings pitched to
lead the squad in that department.

"We played pretty well. We were twice as good as last
year. We played some big schools but we could've beat
some of them.
--Greg Hunsinger
Both co-captains were best in
fielding percentage as Neader
recorded a .989 and Hunsinger a
.988.

THIRTEEN club records were
set during the 1973 campaign as
Valenty had a hand on four of
them. He tied Neader in batting
average (.413) and hits (33),
being alone in RBI's (15) and put
outs (110).
Ten players combined to
establish the other nine records
which included most homers,
triples and stolen bases.
The Mariners will be losing five
"players" to graduation and Hunsinger, a senior himself, is unsure
how this will affect the team.
"I BELIEVE we will lose a few
really good people," he said, "but

I don't know who we'll pick up for
next season."
St. Pete Campus, which has
done "average" without a coach
at the helm the past two seasons,
is still trying to get a head man
for next year, Hunsinger said.

USFstudent
places third
USF's Marsh Jenkins and Allan
Armellini of Titusville drove
their Datsun 510 to a B-class third
pla<le finish in Saturday's Gulf
Coast
Gambol
Divisional
Championship Road Ralley.
Overall the pair placed seventh
in the Pensacola event.

SCIENTIFIC' aspects of offshore fishing in relation to the
"Old Salt" Loop tournament and
prospects for improvement about
the angler and his environment

,..

intramurals
Men's Softball
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 5, Kappa Sigma 4
The Family 12, Bradham's Bomb~rs 5
Underrated 15, Student Accounting 11
Zeta 1 16, Iota 2 2
Lambd.a €hi 7, Delta Tau Dclfa o (forfeit)
Theta 2 19, Theta 1 6
Beta 4 East 10, Beta 1 East 2
Beta J East 19, 'Beta 2 East 16
Sacrifice Flies 7. Chivas Regal o (forfeit)
Eta 1 11, Lambda 2 9
Iota 1 22, Theta I 12
Lambda Chi 20, Phi Delta Theta 7
Sigma Pi Epsilon 13, Tau Kappa Epsilon 9
Sigma Nu 11, Kappa Sigma 8
FHAC South 7, Alpha 4 West o I forfeit)
Pi Kappa Alpha 7, Sigma Alpha Epsilon 6
Tau Epsilon Phi 12, FIJI 5
7 Up 26, Spectacular 10 1
Beta 4 East 13, Beta 2 West 2
Chemistry 10, Phys Ed 9
Alpha 1 West 25, Undefeated Soul 9

Suhurhanette
Beauty Salon
Distinctive Hair
Styling
and personalized
Style Cuts
For
Men &
Women .

2211
E. Fletcher
971-7432

Ii

The evaluation is absolutely FREE, and you'll
receive a graph of your tape recorder's performance!
Here's what the test consists of ~ ..
./
./
./
./
./
./
./
./
./

clean and demagnetize heads
check frequency response
check distortion :evels
check signal-to-noise ratio
check wow and flutter
check speed and accuracy
check head alignment
provide a written performance report
answer any questions you may have
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Megill attorneys charge
BOR prejudiced in case

"In some cases you
need to make a
judgment call, and
that's what I made."
-Dan W albolt

Amplified
music nixed
BY JIM CURTIS
Oracle Staff Writer
See Editm-ial on page 4

An SG request for an outdoor amplified concert was denied by
Dan Walbolt, assistant vice president for Student Affairs
yesterday.
"Springtime Harvest" was scheduled by SG to perform May
24 to celebrate the lowering of the majority rights age.
THE GROUP is composed of drums, piano, harmonica, guiro
<percussion) , electric lead and bass guitar, hollow-bodied guitar
and vocalist.
In a letter to SG Pres. Bill Davis, Walbolt wrote, "This denial
is based upon my judgment that, in most instances, musical
groups that employ electronic guitars are not 'predominantly of
the acoustical type' within the meaning .of our policy on the
amplification of music."
Outdoor amplified music is permitted "if the music is merely
event or if the music is
incidental to the purpose of ·the
predominantly of the acoustical type," according to the 1972-73
Student Handbook .

Attorneys for controversial
University of Florida ( UF )
philosophy professor Kenneth
Megill asked Gov . Reubin Askew
to enter the case, charging the
Board of Regents <BOR> with
prejudice.
The Regents appointed a threeman committee to review the
Megill case Tuesday.
MEGILL HAS been embroiled
in a legal battle with UF Pres.
Stephen O'Connell for three years
over O'Connell's efforts to deny
Megill both promotion and
tenure.
"This is a waste of the taxpayer's money ," said Dr.
Sheldon Krimsky , member of the
of
Federation
American
Teachers <AFT) of which Megill
is a state officer.
"They're spending thousands
of dollars to settle something
which should have been settled
within the University which
makes people hesitant to appeal
to the Regents b~ause of the
expense involved," he added.
ANOTHER AFT member, USF
professor Dr. Jack Moore,
criticized the Regents for wanting to set up a committee to
review yet another ruling, this
time by a hearing examiner
approved by O'Connell, that
Megill should stay at UF.
"How many times are they

DAVIS SAID "Springtime Harvest" is a predominantly
acoustic group ..
"I think it is obvious to anyone who views the facts of this case
that the administration is acting in bad faith and cannot be
trusted to uphold their own regulations," Davis said.
According to Davis, Walbolt told him "when there is electric
guitars the music is not predominantly acoustical."

China from
all angles
discussed

DAVIS SAID he confronted Walbolt about the denial of the
concert and complained it was an arbitrary decision .
"I told him it was nothing more than an arbitrary decision,
and he <Walboltl said, 'of course it 's an arbitrary decision ,' "
Davis said.
"In some cases you need to make a judgment call and that's
what I made",' ' said Walbolt. "In my judgment 'Springtime
Harvest' is not a predominantly acoustical group. My decision
is in accordance with the amplification policy."

China -- from artistic, political,
historical and philosophical
viewpoints -- will be discussed
tonight in UC 251.
Yen Lu Wong, visiting artist in
the Theatre Department, will
discuss the Chinese theatre and
its political implications ; Chung
Hwan Chen , professor of
philosophy, will comment on
Chinese philosophy ; Dr. Thomas
Dilkes, History Department
chairman, Dr. Harvey Nelson,
assistant professor · of International Studies , and Dr .
Theodore Hoffman , humanities
professor, will discuss Chinese
politics and literature.
"Where's China? " starts at 8
p.m. and is· part of the Social
Science Student Advisory
"An
continuing
Council's
Evening With" program serie<>.
It is open to the public and
conducted in rap session format.

saying, "The regulations are
DAVIS DISAGREED
meaningless, they"re based on the wliim and tastes of Walbolt
and Pres. Mackey."
Some student groups feel the University may be considering a
relaxation of the amplification policy.
"They seem to be more lenient concerning the use ofthe gym,
but they're still adamant about the use of electrical instruments .
outdoors, " said Rick Alter assistant UC program director .
" .. . Programs which -are predominantly of the electric music
concert type are discouraged in the gymnasium,". reads the
Student Handbook.
THE LAST amplified electric outdoor concert heid on campus
was a "Celebration of Life" in October. 1970.
It ended in confusion when a USF-sought injunction to ban the
week-end festival was ignored by sponsoring groups.
When city, county and University law agencies were called ,
conflicts broke out as a fire bomb was thrown at a city
policeman and fire alarms were set off in the dorms.
REGULATIONS governing outdoor events and amplification
limitations were altered soon after the concert.
University of Florida <UF J is limited to four hours of outdoor
amplified music per month, according to Mike Davis of Student
Affairs at UF. ·
"At least we're allowecl one good rock concert a month," he
said .
At Florida State University there is no ban on amplified music
as long as clearance is granted by the Judicial Affairs Board.
The Student Activities office said rock concerts are common .

th e ex treme lengths authoriti es
will go lo if they want to dump
somebody. "

going lo have to he told th ey
s houldn't fir e him '1 " Moore
asked , adding, " This indicates

Geography Dept. stops
independent study course
The Department of Geography
has temporarily suspended GPY
315, the series of 15 one-hour
independent study courses.
John Stafford, department
chairman, said students "abused
the program" by not reading the
books and not taking the tests.
EACH COURSE required a
student to read one book and take
a test on it anytime during two
quarters. Students were allowed
to re-take the test, if they didn't
pass on the first try. However,
Stafford said last quarter about
200 students out of 400 took the
tests .
Stafford said the course would
be suspended for Qtr. 4 and Qtr. 1
and that time used to clear up
student records, as students
enrolled this quarter would have
until December to complete the
course.

The chairman said the course
may be offered again beginning
January , 1974.
"However, it would be on a
revised format, possibly limiting
the number of times a student
could take the tests and limiting
enrollment, " he said.
STAFFORD SAID beginning
the course again would "just
depend on the mood of the
faculty" but added it did appear
the faculty would favor the
revised format .
Stafford added the courses are
listed in the Summer and Fall
class schedules because they
were printed before the depart·
ment's decision was made.
He said students now enrolled
in the class " would be allowed to
finish what they started," adding
students with questions should
call him at ext. 2386.

thCo' Graduate:.
(Senior Yearbook)
I~ now

available for di:->trilmtion m LA\ 4 72
Brin~ your

-1.

limited 1111111/wr

n•1·eipt

1~/'

rn1>ie.'i are . . till

Ul'uiluhle for .rn/e at $:! j>er CO/>y.

MONOGRA.MS
Needlttpoint Yarn & Bags

·
KINGCOME'S
TRIMMINGS
Ph. 935-8168
11615 Flo Ave . al Fowler

OVER A BARRE

use

ORACLE
Classifieds

JC reps
here for
meetings
Represe.n .tatives from state ·
community and junior colleges
begin a· two-day series of
meetings and workshops here
todav.
Programs toda y will include
afternoon interest sessions
t workshops J an.d an evening
address ·by Board "of Regents
Chancellor Robert Mautz.

4812

988-7059

Busch

Open till

Blvd.

9p.m.

in case of rain - LAN 10.1
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1972 HON DA 450, excellent cond., low
mileage, elec. start, 2 helmets, lug rack,
lots of extras. $850 Call 971-4370 alter 6
p.m. Ask for Bruce.

~.

TUTORING by former USF prof. Basic
math, statistics, or Sociology. Call 9496971.
CANOE RENTALS
BY Dav or Week
Call 935-0018 or 935-1476
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST--TURABIAN,
USF, APA, etc. style manuals.
IBM'
SELECTRIC with type changes & Greek
symbols. 5 min. from USF--971-6041 after 6
----LESSONS-Guitar,
5-string
Banjo. Private lessons by Qualified Instructors.
Guitar rental available.
Grissett Music, Ph. 988-1419.

'71 YAMAHA 250DT1 Excellent. Must see. 2
helmets, spare tire, fender, other extras.
$500 or best. 971-5882 afternoons or see
Jim nights, Fontana 24 hr. desk.
EXCELLENT buy, top of line Wilson X31
fiberglass shaft golf clubs, 2 iron through
wedge and · 1 3&4 woods. New bag included. Used less than 20 times, in fine
condition 5175. Call Hank 255-5261.
BEAUTIFUL Flowers for all occasions for
t~st results, call: Thompson's Flower &
Gilt Shop 2319 W. Linebaugh Ave. 935-8263
SHOPPING FOR a Calculator? Before you
buy, call me. I can match you with a
pocket or desk calculator to best fit your
needs, whatever \'OUr major.
Makess
handled are: Summit, Bowmar, Texas

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM Selectric that CORRECTS OWN
ERRORS, Pica or Elite. All types of work,
5 minute~ from USF. Nina Schiro, 11110
N. 22nd St. 971-2139. If no answer, 235-3261.

Instruments, and Hewlett-Packard .

warranties. From $84.95 to 395. Call St.
Pete collect 813-526-3362 . D. White, ACI
REP.

TYPING - NEAT, ACCURATE. IBM-ALL
types of work done. One mile from USF.
Call: 971-59·18 or
234-0443 anytime.
REASONABLE PRICES!

HOGAN OF Silver & Turquoise: Hand
made jewelry, made by the Navajo, Luni &
Hopi Indians. Rugs, pottery, baskets &
beadwork. 2515 E. Busch Blvd. Ph: 9353407.

WORLDTREK-Overland expeditions across
Europe; Africa and Asia. 2-12 weeks from
$198. Across The Universe Student Travel
Bureau, 8930 Bird Rd., Miami, Fla. 33165.
TRANSPORTATION Available to New York
City. Drivers needed - 18 yrs .. Drivers
Lise .. Student ID. Call Olin's RentacarTampa. 876-5111 or in Miami, 871-3710.
JEWISH Student Union Weekend on May 1820. Hayride, pool party & brunch. Meet in
front of UC 7:45 Fri. & Sat. nights and UC
Ballroom Sun. at 11 :00. For further information call Harvey at 971-7519.
PHYCHIC NIGHT SAT. MAY 19 7-11 pm . 1015 psychicly gifted persons. ESP, Tarot,
Palm Reading, Crystal Gazing, Astrology,
Handwriting analysis, Psychic Art.
HILARION HOUSE Creative Consciousness Center 4618 N. Florida Ave.
(Approx. 10 blocks. no. of Buffalo.)
MARXIST Leninist info study. Red Star
Cadre ML. Ph . 251-5807, after 6pmall day
Sun. Working Class Organi,~tion.
WHO IS GURU MAHARAJ JI? .
IF vou need any info on drugs, referrals,
activities or just want to rap. Call Helpline
at 974-2555 or Women's Line 974-2556 for

women's problems.

All

covered 'by manufacturers and retailers

NEED responsible person(s) to rent my
mobile home June-August. Very inexpensive, six miles from campus. Call 9861980 for details. Some responsibllltles.
TRAILER behind IRONSIDE TAVERN.
BR, Central AC SlOO mo. Come by or call
935-5415, 14727 N. Fla. Ave.
LARGE 3BR., 2 Bath, furnished house.
Fenced yard, near USF & TT. Available
approx. June 10-Aug. 25. Ideal for family
988-5830.
SUBLET: 1 bdrm. duplex, AC, WW shag,
elec. kitchen, dishwasher. June till Sep:.
Close to USF, unfurnished $129. 971-3547 or
after 5 p.m. 971-6109. You'll like it!
SUMMER AT LA MANCHA DOS. Study &
relax at La Mancha Dos this summer. We
offer summer quarter contracts for 5175 or
monthly rate at S75. Make reservations
now while summer vacancies left. One
blk. from campus on 42nd St. 971-0100.
GUYS move in 20 May, pay no rent till 1
June. 575 mo. till Sept. 15. 4.4 cu. ref-frzr,
lits dorm closets S60 or best offer. Randy
971-7103 La Mancha Dos.

MOBILE HOME 12x60, Lg. rooms, 2 bdrms ..
set up in beautiful park on large corner lot.
lmmed. occupancy. Very reasonable.
Air-Cond. Equity-assume pymts. 886-1358.

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share 2 bdrm
duplex, Central AC, close to campus, S45
per mo. plus utilites. Call Judy 988-8145.

(~OST & FO~~D

)

national origin be excluded from

66

MUSTANG, air, good mechanical cond.
5250. 971-8706 ... dirt rider, Bates leathers,
size 32, padded, 535.

·
(

'MISC • · FOR SALE

)

COMICS,paperbacks, magazines. Sell, Buy,
Trade.
Fiction-Non-Fiction, Westerns,
Mysteries. Comics for cnllectors. 9-9
daily. Unique Books 12943 Florida Ave.
PIONEER manual turntable model 12 dust
cover & base with Shure M91 E cart. $100.
Call 971-24S~.

IMMEDIATE

opening

Resident Counselors,

liouseparents,

Dormitory

For

Handicapped Adults 877-07431.

par~

licipation, be denied the benefits of, or be
program or activity at the University of
South Florida. The University is an affirmative action Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Interested persons should
contact Personnel Services 974-2530- FAO
011.
EXTRA" cash (work today-pay today)
guaranteed work, work when you want as
long as you want. Seven days a weel<.
Apply ready to work. MANPOWER 1919
E. Busch Blvd., 416 W. Kennedy. Hrs. 6
a . m.-6 p.m.
COOKS and waitresses wanted. Over 21.
Temple Terrace, Florida Ave. and
·Hillsborough Ave. Pizza Huts. Apply in

SENIORS

person.
WAITERS & WAITRESSES far Banq. &
Dining Room, Full or Part time. Top
salary, fringe benefits. Exp. preferred but
will train. Must be over 21. See Mr.
Sullivan or Mr. VeVier for personal interview 10 a.m. to 5 p. m. daily at the
Holiday Inn Oowntown, 111 W. Fortune St.
Only 15 min. from campus.

Come to an Evening of
Relaxation and Fun
SENIOR CLASS BANQUET
MAY 31, at 7:30 p.m.

WANTED resident director for Tampa
YMCA Youth Hostel. Grad. married

couple. Prefer Soc., psy ., or counseling
major. Apt. & $300. References required .
Contact Gerry Barton 229-6517.

BARTKES DINNER THEATER
Playing "Barefoot in the Park"

MEN OR WOMEN war.fed for permanent
part lime employment taking inventory in
grocery, drug and variety stores. Reply
RGIS Inventory Specialists. Phone: 8793876.
WANTED part time day & evening help.
Apply in person Main St. Ice Cream
Parlor, 10938 N. 561h St., Temple Terrace,
Terrace Village Shopping Center.

HAIRDRESSER wanted USF area. Busy
salon. Apply Surburbanette Beauty Salon
2211 E. Fletcher.

TICKETS ON SALE AT UC, ROOM 226
$5.00 each (includes dinner & show)
EVERYONE IS WELCOME
•• DON'T fJ\ISS THE FUN!!

SUNBEAM Tiger '65, VB, radials, needs
some body work, some spare parts, 5650.
Call Bob 977-5907.
FOR SALE: 1966 GMC window van 1969
Chevy 250 cu in engine. 3-speed fully

syncro.

trans., radio, new tJres., shag

11

carpeting. Call 971-0583. Aller Five.
FOUND: Small white dog on Skipper Ave.
Call and identify or if you want a nice little
dog call in a few days because we can't
keep toim. 971-6833 ask for Tom or Preston.

FILM PROF. needs good human being to
help him maintain his living-work area .
Close to USF. Conta.ct Will Hindle 9775959.

subject to discrimination under any

DAY or Nile-Will fit work schedule to class
schedule. Weekdays & weekends. Jerry's
Pizza King 8864 56 St. Temple Terrace.

12x50 MOBILE Home, nicely furnished, WW
carpeting, AC unit. Close to USF. Call 971.
6845 after 5 p.m.
MUST SELL by June 1-S6x12, 3 bdrm.
trailer. Has a 23000 BTU air conditioner
that can be included. Fpr further information call 971-7568 after 5 p.m. Down
payment. assume payments of S79.

VACANT POSITIONS AT USF.
The
following positions are to be filled:
Secretary 111-$5951; Clerk 111-$5554; Clerk
11-$4782; Secretary 11-$5554; Secretary II·
55011; Secretary 1-$5032; Clerk Typist 11$5032;- Clerk Typist 11-$4594; Clerk Typist
1-$4301; Fiscal Assistant 1-$6473; Accountant 1-$8206;
EDP Control Clerk·
$5554;
Keypunch Supervisor 1-$6744;
Keypunch Operator-$5554; Account Clerk
11-$5784; Accountant IV-Sll,108; A-V Li·
brarian-$7788; Lab Technologist 11-$7371;
Lab Technician 1-$4802; Lab Technician I·
Part
Time-52401; Biologist 11-$8665;
Registered Nurse 11 11 p.m.- 7 a.m.-$8206;
Registered Nurse I· 11 p.m.-7 a . m.-$7788;
l~ursing Assistant- 11 p. m.-7 a.m.-$4155;
Computer Systems Analyst 1-$9563;
Computer Operator 1-$6285; Electronic
Technician 11-$7788; Crafts Supervisor-.
$7371; University Union Recreation
Supervisor-$5784; Heavy Equipment
Operator-$6118; Motor Vehicle Operator I·
Florida
Chauffers License-$4573;
Groundskeeper 1-$4364; Custodial Worker$4155; No person shall, on the basis of
raCe, color, creed, religion, sex, age, or

FORD VAN '62 Econoline, 6 cyl. carpet, new
carb, recent paint, U75 or best offer. '65
Mustang, selling for parts. Two VW's
selling for parts. Call 251-4087 after 6 p.m.

tfllwM

1966 PONTIAC Lemans, overhead cam 6
engine, 4-speed, new paint, battery ana
electrical system. $490. Call 9!1-4224.

c:

HELP

A Black Poetic Experience

Empty Keg
FREE with ID

EMPLOYMENT In & Out Food Stores, full
or part time, must be 21. Work 3 p.m. to 11
p.m. shift including Sat. & Sun. Phone Jess

Sponsored by SEAC

933.3993 till 5 p. m. & 932-2157 after s p.m.

Student
government
is
making
nominations for all uni ve rs i ty -·w i de
committees and councils
The areas
covered by these groups include:
. Academic Policies
. Financial Aid
. Bookstores & Vending Policies
. Housing & Food Policies
. Lecture Series & Events Scheduling
. Athletic Policies
. Equal Opportunities for Women &
Minorities
. Campus Security
Any student interested in serving on any of these
committees come by the Student Government
office. UC 156.

THIS IS SG COMMITTEE WEEK!
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May 22 8-10:30 pm
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SG Senate votes to close
USF Riverfront to public
A resolution lo close the USF
Riverfront to the general public
was passed by the SG Senate
Tuesday night.
Under the resolution, all motor
vehicles, including law enforcement vehicles, would also be
prohibited from the property,
although
grounds and maintenance vehicles would not.
SG Pres. Bill Davis voiced
disapproval of the resolution
earlier in the meeting, saying he
didn't see how the general public

could be kept out "unless they do
it selectively."
"I'm worried about selective
enforcement in any form, " he
said.
Another resolution, supporting
the construction of a pavilion and
adequate sanitation facilities on
the riverfront, was tabled for
further study.
Sen. Ed Schlessinger, Social
Science, said the Senate was
trying to base its vote on an out-

of-scale chart which shows
positioning of the pavilion and the
area involved.
"Measurements are needed .
No one knows where it (the
pavilion) will be, no one knows
how big it will be," another
senator said.
In other business, the Senate
passed a resolution condemning
the proposal to use the USF golf
course lake "or any other
presently unpolluted bodies of
water" for storm drainage
disposal.

WUSF-FM wants back-up rig

Second transmitter eyed
Oracle photo by Randy Lovely

Outs~nding

Co-op Student

Malcolm P. Thomas was selected from 97 seniors in
the USF Co-op program as the outstanding student at
the program's honor .reception yesterday. Dr. Joe
Howell, ·vice president for Student Affairs, presents the
award.

WUSF-FM is negotiating to buy
a used 5000 watt transmitter to
back up the one now in use, John
Ralle, chief engineer said.
The station now owns a 20,000
watt transmitter located in
Riverview and operated by
remote control from the studio,
Ralle said.
The transmitter the station is

trying to buy is the same they
traded in to buy the 20,000 watt
transmitter.
WUSF is offering $1000 for the
unit, and by the time it is installed the total cost will be about
$7000, Ralle said.
"The main problem," Ralle
said, "is the transmitter is

controlled from the studio. We
can't afford to hire a staff to take
care_ of the transmitter in
River.view. So, we wouldn't kno_w
if the transmitter was burning up
until it was burned up."
He added that the only time an
engineer is at the transmitter is
when the TV station is broadcasting.

Live With Us
Fn'lf'lom to \t~•I with frit'ml~ i~ onl~ orn' of llw lllt'e' thin/!~ ~·ou·ll like• \\ht•n you
liw at our plat't'. You·ll he prelt~ 11111t'h on ~our own lo lo Ii'" llw \U.l\ You like•
when von liw wilh u~. So... make' tlw ril!hl mm e'.

Conze to zehere the living· is easy.

. 42()0 Fletcher AH'llllt'. Tam.pa. Florida :-t16 I 2 Phone (81:1) 911-9550

